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public institutions, including the Academy of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia and the
State University of New York at Albany. Professor Cassidy’s work during the last decade
represents attempts in various media to address environmental issues by focusing on
the symbolic role of the artist as observer, collector and manipulator of nature. Recent
projects use installation, video and interactive digital media to explore how experience
of place is medWiated by pre-existing mental constructs like maps and models, and the
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Hephzibah Roskelly, the Class of 1952 Distinguished Professor in English, teaches
courses in rhetoric and composition and American literature and culture at UNC
Greensboro. Her special interests include pedagogy, literacy, theories of composition,
and gender studies; and she works with high school teachers and students across the
country in Advanced Placement programs. She is author of five books, Breaking (Into)
the Circle; Reason to Believe: Romanticism, Pragmatism and the Possibility of Teaching (with Kate Ronald); An Unquiet Pedagogy (with Eleanor Kutz); Farther Along:
Transforming Dichotomies in Rhetoric and Composition (with Kate Ronald); and
Everyday Use: Rhetoric in Reading and Writing (with David Jolliffe) which came out
in its second edition in 2008. Roskelly’s recent graduate courses include: Social Construction Theory & Collaboration, Reading Theory & Writing Theory, Romanticism
& Pragmatism, Women’s Rhetoric & Feminist Pedagogy. She has been honored as the
Linda Carlisle Distinguished Excellence Professor at UNC Greensboro and has won
the Outstanding Teaching Award for the university. In 2012, she won the University of
North Carolina’s Board of Governor’s Teaching Award.
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'how do i look'
By Spencer Auten

you said while we waited for the bus
that spooned the bank of the Yarra which
had finally given up her muddy color to
the sky’s heavenly onion
I didn’t mention that your teeth and lips had
taken on the rosy glow of wine wrapped
'round curse after curse as they always were
held me closely and complained
about the cold wind over and over again
but it really wasn’t that bad at all
with the breath of you covering me
told me that the character Alma
had been named after the Spanish word for Soul so
she was really an extension of someone else and
that was why you liked to play her part because
you always thought your soul had
once belonged to someone else and could have
even been the bus driver’s great grandfather’s first
but it was never fully yours and
even though I thought it sounded stupid at the time
it all makes sense somehow now when I think back
on that night we stood together there
under the ancient light of dying stars
amongst the seagulls the sound of trotting hooves and the smoke
on a side-street in the southern hemisphere the lonelier half of this planet

untitled
Carlos Aguilera

35mm Color Film
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Memory Garden
By Jason Blackwell

A In blooms they come to us, the blood and ash,
With fire in tow, metallic teeth on tongue,
The rawness spilling nectar-like across.
What seeds were these, their germination deep
In corners dark, with purple veins on wide
To spread the poison further? Father’s love,
Or lack thereof. We raised a monument
To absence, wisdom scything fields unknown
And teaching us what self-reliance means:
The careful cultivation, signatures
Inscribed indelibly, of earth so rich,
On stems so green envy envies the shade.
We planted flowers there. We wanted them
To grow. Instead, against our wishes, roots
Like fingers seized the soil and turned all dust,
And dust to flame, shadow, the whipping winds
Astride the ground beneath, always to stir
That long-forgotten garden left behind.
And while our lips know their love for language,
In quiet we dig holes for seeds to be
Among the prayers laid away. Away,
Delightfully and brokenly away.

Guts

Ariel Stater
Watercolor, Gouache, Colored pencil
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a tentative tale of differential Comrodery
By Cyrus Banakazemi
By Cyrus Banakazemi

I once found a girl in my bed
we consummated before we were wed
But what I did not infer
from her colder temper
was the girl was actually dead
And Then...
If I have ever had sex with you
I thank you for taking my goo
I might have forgot
But now is better than not
You have chlamydia, sorry, it’s true
And Then...
I once got jerked off at the zoo
In the primate section jizzum did spew
It was colder than ice
and they had a grip like a vice
But with a chimp my dreams did come true
And Then...
I once met a man from the hills
He was nice and would give me some pills
we would dance all night long
until I showed him my shlong
and together we shared in some thrills

i Know What Boys Like
Karen Sniquer

Gouache and Acrylic on Wood
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Grace

By Charis Jeffers

Little girl face streaked
with the sweat blood
of a million prayers
echoing in exposed canals
running to her heart,
piercing repeatedly
but never touching
her young, worn skin
chafing from the wind
howling in her snowglobe
where she stands, naked
arms outstretched, fingers pressed against glass,
filled with crowded emptiness.
All the faces
glisten in her baby eyes
swelling to hold them all,
to run with them in her arms,
but her child’s feet cannot move.
By her neck,
the hand of Providence holds her,
saying, “You will be lonely.”
She strains bloodshot eyes as
their smiles become fixed,
their arms slacken,
their eyes close as the setting sun,
their heads tilt to the ground,
and they turn, receding into blackness.
Her knees give as her bosom flesh

uSA 1941-1960
Sebastien Carpentier
photo Collage
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Ablutophobia
By Clyde Lovelady

She avoids that room
Thoughtlessly and with absolution,
Wrapped in a marinade of accumulation, oh
The places she’s been: movie house popcorn,
And re-applied hairsprays (bottles worth),
Tenderize the meat;
Makes for a damn fine callus skin!
One time she stumbled into
One of those rooms, on accident.
Whimpered like a beaten dog,
Poor thing.
The bathtub wasn’t full, of course,
But the idea of all those
Sharp bubbles sticking on her
Like hell swamp leeches…
bursts from heaving with false hope

untitled
Matt Carlson
Ceramics
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trapped in A painting

into the Great Wide open

Digital photograph

Digital photograph

Nathan John Terry
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Nathan John Terry
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Bedsheets
By Jessica Tatar

Bedsheets soaked in the nicotine
of how I captured you... and you... and you...
My virgin legs never learned how to stand alone,
but I'd walk the equator if ice ever did cool my fascinations
Starving for the grains of consolation bagels,
met instead with the multitude; gone.
Sometimes I quit first, but not this time.
My pregnancy of selfless decisions,
tasteless realities of minutes, desire, hours, and impatience.
I can't see my toes.
With arms crossed and legs open,
you greet me with your haughty eyes,
and I shudder.

ruined Beauty
Amy Moret

oil on Canvas
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A photographer's Advice
By Jacinta V. White

He tells the men to put their weight
on their left leg, to hold their jacket
on their shoulders, to smile slightly
not happily but seriously, to not squint
though the sun is caught in the corner
of one of their eyes, to look straight
then away. Not in marriage. Not after
the picture is taken.

A reflection
Amy Moret

oil on Canvas
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i, Merciless Lantern
By Kyle Maples

A garbage can, of finer lifeless things,
Or an interim perch for famished birds.
Horns pitched higher than wings, a trumpet word,
Spurs sparrow hunt, dead-game recycling.
The concrete square sequence leads arced, swinging
Rhythms: my own Cartesian path unfurled
For steps. I pass them and away they curl,
Erratic wing beat to shaded hiding.
Am I, therefore, a brother to the sun?
That merciless lantern, that timeless well
Of origin, that arch that burns pale skin.
I’m fond of thinking so--that I’m the one
Blind light. But day cowers from night’s armed ell,
And I exist where light and shade are kin.

i Think We're Alone Now?
Dafne Sánchez
Nailpolish
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Eggs

take Me Home tonight

Food and odd Things

Gouache on paper

Michael Scaturchio
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Janie Ledford
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untitled

By Mary Windsor

my existence is residual
this is what I tell myself when I’m
face down in the bathroom when I’m
crying in my mothers shoulder when I am
going 33 miles over the speed limit because I can still hear
the ghost of my past selves catching up to me and
I count backwards from ten, nine, eight, seven, six, five, four,
three,
three years I spent thinking I wasn’t good enough, that leaving sugar on the counter was a sin. I order decaf now because I get panic attacks when I think of your
face and it’s your fault but that’s alright because I don’t want to stay up late anyways.
my mother used to rub my ankles when I was 12 and had growing pains and now
I’m
24 and folding into myself as my mother rubs my ankle, growing pains
and I’m growing up but it hurts more than a gentle hand can help but I don’t
know how to say no to familiar perfume and the only unconditional love I’ve ever
known. And I thought you were the creases between my hands, a mouthful of Salinger quotes, and a warm night in my backyard with a glass of honey whiskey
like the fireworks I watched before my insides went raw and I had to cover my ears
you are half glass
and half mirror and nothing broken, just cracked, dusted down, handmade, all the
things you love bursting through your stream but nothing we keep is inside a bubble even the air in our lungs, takes and gives and is incapable of starting revolutions on its own. When I closed my eyes my veins began to crack and my eyelashes
began to dissolve and I thought,
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I don’t know how to exist when I am made out of glass.
because girls made out of glass cannot be brave and cannot be brave when others can see right through you and I cried when my teacher asked me a question I
couldn’t answer
but your father doesn’t know
I’m begging you
(and I hope it feels nice,
to have someone beg)
to take every constellation you built inside yourself, the things they’ve said and the
things you found under your bed when it was 4 AM and it was just you and a wall
and sew them together with staple ends and the heady silence between yourself.
These wiry, blue lines that I cannot stand running across my
arms and legs have kept me alive more than
any line you’ve ever said.
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Hourglass
By Jessica Tatar

let the color fade from lips and turn cold
and the buzzard of a desert circle
for the burdens weave a thousand trials
like a leaf full of rain water, must fold
an aching fills the space between your breasts
the pale valley where his tongue would travel
paler as the moon sets up to reveal
another turning of the hourglass
consistent, safe on a bedside table
never a tick but a rupture, no noise
that desert sand in a capsule and poised
as the fluid of a night less noble
the ease after a snap, like a cold hand
that lights a match to the hourglass sand.

Honeysuckles
Thomas Sara
Lithograph
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Mama's routine
By Joshua Walker

Landing softly to the ground
On its slender, brittle legs.
Searching the land for a meal
For itself, for its young.
Quickly stepping across a field
It snatches its latest prey.
And so she jumps up off the yard
Taking flight with the wind again.
Never falling, only rising
She holds a steady grace.
Her shared dinner squirms about
But she doesn’t lose her clasp.
And when she arrives back to her home
Her young begin to cry.
Screaming and shouting
Whistling and chirping.
A group of four hungry bellies
Begged for mama’s first pick.
Soon, she would leave again
Off to repeat the same routine.
Another short vacation from home
Up in a sycamore tree.

Night

Briana Salcedo
Watercolor & Digital
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Mother

parkinson's Mask

oil on Canvas

Digital photograph

Ivana Bogdan
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Caitlin Alexander
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Stay

By Alexandria Bova
I listen to the sound of rain beating at my window pane as I stare up at
the ceiling in my bedroom, unable to sleep. My mother used to say that God was
bowling up in the clouds when you felt the crash of thunder resonate in your body.
Now I wonder if she was bowling with him.
I looked over at you laying there, sleeping soundly, not knowing that the
world was stained with tears. Your hair was tussled from sleep, you smelled like
soap, and I wanted to keep you forever…I knew that was impossible though.
I pulled on your sweater, leaving you to sleep. I tiptoed to the living room
desk where I kept Eloise, my typewriter. Eloise was a dull gold, almost a sunflower
yellow even. She made a “ding” sound when she got to the end of each line and
the words she formed with her keys were things I wished could be masterpieces.
My mother gave her to me as a Christmas present a year ago when everything was
okay. I was always typing things I wished I could share with the world, the constant sound of my fingers pounding each key as if a typewriter could be excited.
Now was one of those times, I suppose. With my mother being gone, I neglected
Eloise like a friend forgotten.
Dear David,
That was all I could type before I dropped my hands. What was I wanting
to say to you? It was funny, I could wake you and tell you all the things that were
trapped inside my mind, but I was scared.
It is too early for you to be awake so I have left you sleeping. It is funny to
think that you are lying bare in my bed as I type this, and it almost makes me blush.
Six years ago, when we met, you would have never believed me if I told you what
we did last night. Sometimes, I wish I could mouth the words “I love you,” but that
would almost be silly.
It would be. Loving someone doesn’t make them stay...and I couldn’t tell
you that I wanted to die. I couldn’t bring myself to tell you, to type it. “I love you”
would almost be five million times better so there it was. Loving you was so much
easier than saying goodbye and there was no backspace so I couldn’t erase it now.
I turned on my little desk lamp for a fraction of light. My eyes were lazy with sleep
and the words were becoming blurry. The rain pounded harder at the window as I
counted how far away the storm was…one, two, three, four, five. My mom would
have said that God had gotten a strike on that round. Maybe the game would be
over soon.
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I stared out the window at the big maple tree my mother planted in our
backyard when my grandmother died. It was almost ironic that she didn’t plant a
weeping willow, but I was too young to understand then. I was five and my mother
told me that the big maple tree in our yard was Grandma. At that age, who could
understand that a tree represented someone’s life?
“The tree has a lot of wrinkles,” I insisted when she told me, running the rough
bark across my hands, as if to validate my answer.
My mother was not pleased with that response and she stayed angry at
me for days. I wished so much that I could take it back, to make her happy again.
She would go out every morning, rain or shine, and talk to the tree. Talking to a
tree is even silly now, isn’t it? If you woke up and saw me you would laugh…but
the world was crying, and I wanted to cry, so I didn’t care. I wonder if my mother
was laughing at my attempt to talk to the tree as I stepped outside into the long
grass. The water was coating me entirely, but I almost felt like it was a hug from my
mother clinging on my skin still.
“Hey, Grandma…I know I was really young when you left this world and I am sorry I never got to meet you. She really loved you, you know?...my mom, I mean…
she talked about you all the time…and I probably look really stupid talking to a
tree so if you are watching me, I hope you are laughing or something. I just hope
my mom made you proud because that’s all she really wanted really…maybe that’s
all I really wanted, really. It is kind of like a domino effect or something, huh?...I
guess I don’t know if I made her proud and maybe that’s the problem. She left
because she wanted to leave, you know? At least you didn’t want to leave…and
she was really sad. Then dad left on purpose and she didn’t have much to live for
except for me, right? So, I kind of thought that was enough, but it wasn’t…because
she wanted to die so bad and I wasn’t enough to keep her alive...and you as a tree
wasn’t enough to keep her here either…and I don’t know why I am telling you this
like you care, but…you know, I don’t know if there is a heaven or a hell. I don’t
know what happens when you kill yourself and I know you can’t tell me if Mom is
with you, but if she is…could you tell her something for me?...can you tell her that
I needed her to stay. Tell her that I love her and I don’t have anyone either, but I’m
still here…and that I understand why she needed to go so badly. I do…I understand…and it scares me. It scares me so much-”
“Em?” I hear you behind me.
I don’t want to turn around right now, but I do. You are standing in those
plaid boxers and nothing else while the rain trickles over your scrawny, lovely
body. I want to kiss you again like I kissed you last night, but I don’t say this out
loud.
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“What are you doing in the rain?” you chuckled softly, your half-smile playing
across your lips.
I don’t respond. I don’t know what to say…I want to keep talking to the tree
like I might get some answer to a question I never asked, but I follow you inside,
wet and shivering.
“I’m sorry I got your sweater wet,” I whispered softly.
“Wet? Soaked is more like it…what were you doing in the rain, babe?” you questioned.
You called me ‘babe’ and I shivered again, but it wasn’t the rain this time.
“I was talking to the tree outside,” I said.
“The grandmother tree? In the rain?” you asked.
“Uh huh,” I nodded.
There is a long pause as your forehead wrinkles…it’s so cute, I can’t stand
it. Are you mad at me? Do you think I’m weird?
“Do you think I’m weird?” I asked.
“No, Emma, I just think there could be a better time to talk to your grandma then
3 a.m. in the rain,” you laughed it off.
“I should change out of my clothes, then…your clothes…your sweater…sorry. I
will wash it, I promise,” I mumbled as I head into my room.
You follow me as I enter my room; I’m standing there awkwardly, dripping
onto the carpet.
“Want me to find you a shirt? Shorts? I suppose everything is wet, isn’t it?” you
laughed again.
“You have to leave when I change,” I cleared my throat awkwardly.
“Why?” you smiled.
This is such a new dynamic for me and you. Why did we ever decide to
sleep together? Because we had nothing to lose? Was it out of desperation? Did
you feel bad for me? Did I need to feel alive one last time?
“Can you not stare at me like I am a picture at an art museum then or something?”
I frowned.
You went to lie down on the bed as I undressed as quickly as possible. I was
ripping the hug off of me that my mother gave me.
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“Don’t you need a towel? Isn’t your skin wet from the rain?” you wondered.
You still had that smirk on your face as you excitedly handed me a towel, I
fully exposed. You looked me straight in the eyes then and even in the dark I knew
they were that sapphire blue everyone wished they had. A small kiss caressed my
forehead.
“Hey, Em, guess what?” you whispered, smiling.
“What?” I was scared to ask.
“You’re beautiful.”
“No.”
“Yes.”
“No,” I insisted.
“Shh. I’ve always thought you were beautiful.”
You then resumed your place on my bed like it was your rightful throne…I
wish it was. I wish you could stay forever, but I know I couldn’t make you stay.
Love doesn’t make people stay. It isn’t enough. I crawled in next to you, staying on
my side of the bed.
“Come here,” you coaxed me.
I wanted to be close to you again like we were a few hours ago, but I
couldn’t bring myself to do it. I wasn’t supposed to be getting closer to you, David.
Why did you want me to get closer to you now? When I don’t have enough love to
give you?
“I can’t stop thinking about last night,” you said.
“It only happened a few hours ago,” I argued.
“So?”
“So.”
“Can we talk about it?” you asked.
“I don’t want to talk about it,” I lied.
“You were so…”you started.
“Bad in bed?” I almost laughed.
You shook your head so much with this stupid grin on your face. Wipe it
off, David. You didn’t actually say no. Was I? Did I?
“What?” I wanted to know.
“I read your letter,” you said to me, taking my hand.
What letter?
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“The letter on the typewriter,” you say as if reading my mind.
Then, my gut kind of cringed and I took my hand back because you definitely were not supposed to see that at all.
“Em, stop, it is okay,” you assured me.
“No.”
“It is okay, I promise it is,” you told me.
“No.”
“You know I love you, right?” you whispered into my lips.
I moved my face away from you because I can’t stand that you saw it…you
weren’t supposed to see it.
“No.”
That’s the only thing my mouth can say to you…no.
“Emma, stop, look at me. You know I love you,” you said again.
“No.”
…and now I’m shaking and I really am crying and I want it all to stop
because I don’t want you to love me. You aren’t supposed to say you love me…not
now. You aren’t supposed to love me now. It is too late to love me now. Why did I
write it down? Why did I even say it?
“Emma, please,” you insisted softly, trying to touch me again.
…because it was five million times better than telling you I wanted to die.
“Everything is okay. Why are you sad?”
You were so confused and I wanted to tell you. I wanted to tell you, but you
would leave because love can’t make you stay. Love won’t let anyone stay. I wanted
to tell you I didn’t want to live anymore because my father left and my mother left
and my grandmother left on accident…and I made my mother leave on purpose
because I wasn’t good enough…and if I wasn’t good enough for my mother than
who was I good enough for? Who was I good enough for if my mother chose to
leave me alone? Forever? Motherless? Family-less? Emotionless? Lifeless? I was
alone. I was forever going to be alone and I was too far gone for you to save me.
“What are you mumbling, love?...everything is going to be okay,” you reassured
me.
You wiped my tears from my face and you kissed me. I wanted to hate you
for that. Why were you doing this to me?
“Your mom loved you, Emma. She loved you so much,” you said like you knew.
My mother is dead, David. Don’t you see the past tense? Loved? Loved so
much?
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“Promise me something,” I stated, wiping my nose on my bare arm.
“I have a passion for you, you know,” you didn’t promise me, still always smiling.
“Promise me you will read it again tomorrow morning,” I finished.
“Why?” you wondered.
“…because it isn’t done yet,” I smiled faintly at you.
You ate it up, that smile…that smile that signaled to you that everything
was going to be fine with me…with you, with us.
“I promise. I’m excited. Now, get some sleep, Em,” you kissed me again.
Would I miss kissing you?
“Goodnight,” I said to you.
“Goodnight, I love you,” you said back.
…but I couldn’t say that to you out loud…even though it was five million times better than saying I wanted to die. It was so close. Wasn’t it the same
thing? Wasn’t it like a death sentence to say it? I squeezed your hand in response. I
couldn’t say it.
I laid there, staring at the ceiling, the window pane being tapped by tears. I
felt your breathing slow, your mouth hanging open slightly, your hair tussled from
sleep. I took my hand out from under yours and sat looking at you for a long time,
just looking…memorizing your face before getting up. I mouthed the words “I
love you” before tiptoeing back to Eloise, my typewriter.
It is too early for you to be awake so I have left you sleeping. It is funny to
think that you are lying bare in my bed as I type this, and it almost makes me blush.
Six years ago, when we met, you would have never believed me if I told you what
we did last night. Sometimes, I wish I could mouth the words “I love you,” but that
would almost be silly.
Love won’t let me stay.

(next)
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only in Cold, where i Must Be Still
By Kyle Maples

I feed a dwindling ember.
I think about the past.
How life and time roll slowly forward
And leave the present last.

Set fire to cold memories,
Adventures conscience free.
Recall my kin without purpose,
A soul that burns in me.

I stand and watch; their branches grow
From soil black and staid;
A beaten bush of roses in
My yard of moonlit shade.

Bring back the rocky quarry edge,
The late night New York trains,
The tunnel underneath the street,
The muscles sore and strained.

I stand for you, invasive plant,
Consume my empty chair.
Deny me any desperate rest
Without your presence there.

Bring back the open, solemn night
That beckoned, called, conveyed
To longing hearts the mischief made
In dark midnight cascades.

I beg of you, you infant bush
Sprout legs and walk to me.
Across the black and blue nightscape
My beacon beckons thee.

Bring back freedom from anxious fear.
Do that or leave me be.
For even though my heart feels still,
It still beats, silently.

I starve myself. A red ember
Goes out among the weeds.
I turn my back on moonlight and
My distant memories.
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Karen Sniquer
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what are you talking about
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the Alchemist
By Emily Gering

The ghost of an alchemist lives in my house.
Well, "lives" is a bit of a misnomer—
He prefers the term "inhabits."
I doubted the landlord;
(He said the place was haunted.)
Likewise the neighbors;
(They said it was cursed.)
Likewise my tabby cat;
(She wouldn't come inside.)
I did trust the ghost himself,
Who said to call him Lord Kildare.
I ask his name again—he swears.
Curse and swear, my Lord Kildare.
I will do as I dare.
I wake up in the morning, and brew a pot of coffee.
I come home in the evening, and it is turned to oil.
I come home in the evening, drop my pennies on the table.
I wake up in the morning, and they are turned to gold.
The ghost of an alchemist lives in my house.
He lends a hand occasionally,
And occasionally, does not.

Grout

Elisabeth Cook
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Novel

By Alexandria Bova

I wonder if you think of me
you were my favorite book
snatched away before I could
finish you
pieces of your story printed in me
still.
I wonder if when she runs her hands
down your spine
if she can see my fingers
caressing what holds you together
and if
she kisses the dog eared pages
I have left behind
for later
if I ever get the chance
to read you
again.
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untitled

By Charis Jeffers

Fuck the china doll
baby, drink the light
ravaging caverns,
scorching the flood,
laying waste to
screaming
red blood lust
filling my
swimming bright whites,
panting against luscious,
full, green mint waves
rippling over sighing,
swelling to bursting
as roots entwined
that hold the weight of
wanting
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paradox

By Natalie Ayscue

Every poet sits
with a coffee cup
in one hand
and
a cigarette in the other
and writes about
insomnia
and
how their death
will come all
too soon.

Melt

Michael Scaturchio
Food and odd Things
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Falling

By Joshua Walker
Please let me go
I cannot hold here.
The wind is so strong
And my end is near.
I loved you this long
And held on so tight.
You will have more soon
That will reach great height.
You gave me the life
I so cherished well.
The lessons I’ve learned
My sisters will tell.
I felt the spring
Of my first leaf,
And the pellet
Of my first sleet.
You said I was fine
And it was the course.
The way the world turns
And of Earth’s force.
You gave me support
To my grounding.
You taught me of life
In our surroundings.
I prized those stories
Of Mother Nature.
The tales of her warmth
And of her dangers.
There is no time left
For me to stay.
Nature is calling
In her own way.
I love you, my Mom,
I will be okay.
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Being About in Harvar's Grove
By Anonymous

I reached down and pulled the lid off the top of the garbage can. Letting go
of the Glad bag felt like large clumps of unfulfilled hopes and dreams collide and
react together. Around the sides and bottom of the can, there was a single shuffle.
Walking the dog, taking out the trash, doing the dishes and mowing the lawn were
all a part of my father’s plan to make work me harder than needed and provide me
with little compensation – twenty-five measly dollars a week. My father was always
stingy with giving the dollars up and complained that it was just like paying another bill. He gave me a ‘talking to’ every week and by the time I had an opportunity
to spend it, I felt guilty spending ‘blood money’.
It was five o’clock. It was a school night. Like usual, after putting in the work, I left
home to go see the boys. Meeting at the park, was never a problem. It was only
about a twenty minute walk and a few sidewalk crossings away. I left my parents
driveway, walked around bushes and the curb and started on my short journey.
Walking through the neighborhood felt like a walk through a bed of roses. There
were the ‘typicals’ of any neighborhood at five pm on a Thursday night. Mr. Murphy’s dog, Shilo, was usually barking, and stayed barking until he was brought in
and fed properly. I marched on. Across the street Mr. Carson, Xavier’s dad from
school, wore a white t-shirt and sweat shorts while he pushes his mower across his
front lawn. It was windy. My LA Dodgers jersey crinkled freely off my body. It was
1995.
All I know is that Harvar’s Grove, my neighborhood, was not the regular black ‘hood you saw on BET or Rap Attack during evening TV. It was a black
neighborhood and everyone here had had a little piece of ‘that something’, and this
was something to be proud of. It was the black neighborhood that everyone says
isn’t supposed to exist.
I stepped off the pavement of the sidewalk and into the lined crosswalk.
The local Gyp Me faced right in front of me. I walked to the other side and hooked
a right. Through the windows you would have seen the shelves and shelves, the
counter and also coolers. Carl was picking his nose, again. On the glass windows
were regular sales promotions. I kept walking. Down some ways was the Antonio
Reyes Park and Recreation center, where Vernon and the boys were waiting for me.
Several dirt trails lead to the center of a grassy area with wooden park benches.
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My friends were hooping and hollering. Trees surrounded them. “’Ey,
Rob!” One of my friends, Richie, called out.
I walked forward and approached them. I wasn’t afraid, in fact I felt welcomed, this was the only way Little Rich knew how to address people he was
cool with. Vernon was waving around something in his hand like he had found
some sort of invaluable treasure. The three of my friends were huddled together.
I stepped into the circle, and saw Vernon with a finished joint in his thumb and
index finger. On the bench I also saw rolling papers and a small baggie of marijuana tightly twisted and closed with a twist-tie. It was like a rock. A deck of cards and
a half-empty can of Arizona Iced Tea decorated the further side of the table-top.
Vernon was still waving his wrist around.
There was Vernon. At it again. I stand watching the commotion over this
newfound object and ‘zone out’ to recollect all the times Vernon had gotten himself into some shit. He was a trouble maker, and my parents would never accept
him. But he was a friend, my best friend, and up ‘till now, he had dedicated his life
to petty pranks. When he was a kid, he’d make fun on the school yard, lifting girl’s
skirts and being the designated class clown everywhere else. In Spanish class he
was a slacker, who mispronounced words on purpose to incite class laughter. He
was a lanky boy, tall and muscular, he had a gift on the court, and he was admired
in school. Parents had him in a mixed bag. He was light-skinned and all the girls
loved him. Some days I would come home and hear my Parents talking, I mean
really talking, about ‘Jared and Lovetta Andrew’s son Vernon’. They laid in on the
boy…my dad, especially, saying that if he didn’t clean his act, he’d become ‘another useless niglett’, but that he would eventually ‘fall into place’. Why, sure, all the
‘young black males’ in this neighborhood eventually do. To my father, raising a
child had a right way and a wrong way. The Andrews’ had just gotten careless.
‘One day I might just get so high and be the young Nino Brown!’ Vernon
chirped.
Troy, another friend of mine, laughed, ‘Nigga, you never smoked a doobie
before in your life! And don’t start now! Where is your lighter, young man!’
Vernon, undermined and down-sized, retorted ‘….nmmm, yeah, nigga,
whatever….I’ll still stomp you all over the basketball court. A few lay-ups and
some dunks later, and you’ll be tore up. You won’t know what to do!’ We were just
four friends, clowning and carrying on.
‘Rob, you coming?’ Little Richie uttered.
‘No, not at all….my momma’s mashed potatoes and greens are calling….
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my curfew is OVER….That belt is calling.’
‘FINE! Be that way. Half-court, again!’ I laughed and bid the boys farewell.
They went as a group over to the other side of the park, which was an area caged
off, with a baseball diamond and basketball court on each respective side. Their
voices were still talking, and you could hear each boy droning out as we went
further apart, ‘Troy, ain’t no Black Puerto Rican ‘spics play basketball….’, *Sigh*
I thought, Little Rich…talking more shit, like always. The next comment would
most likely be about his brownish, curly afro. We just couldn’t grow ‘em like that.
It was eight o’clock. I was heading home, which I regretted, because there
was a number of different things I could do or people I could be talking to. The
commercial part of the neighborhood lit up at eight. Outside of my neighborhood
was the San Francisco Bay Area, and the stores we had here greatly benefit from
the passer-byers. At the local record shop there usually were a few stragglers soliciting and smoking weed, freestyling in front of the front entrance. You’d normally
feel warded away, but it was good vibes and feels for customers. I got all my posters and CDs from there, including Snoop Dogg’s Doggystyle and some Master P.
It was cool to come in sometimes and chop it up with some of the employees in
there.
At Footlocker, you would seldom go in there to buy sneakers. If anything….the store served a similar purpose to a barbershop. Of course, you could
go in there and buy your new Jordans, and many people did just that; Or you
could just go in to talk and gossip about the new rumored pairs coming out. Ray,
the usual clerk, was a man with dreadlocks, and he was a secret insider. He could
tell fakes. He knew what next year’s model was like, how much it cost, when it was
coming out. With my measly salary, I would have to wait until next year to buy the
next sneaker.
When I got home it was about eight-thirty. I walked through my row of
houses. We had a porch and a driveway. Our house was two stories. Flowers and
bushes were out front. I walk into the warmth of the place. Food was cooking. My
dad was in the living room reading a newspaper spouting the usual ‘talk’-- Politics
and all. The TV was still on.
My father was a man who had gone through all stages of life successfully
and had developed his prejudices. He was heavily interested in politics, especially
the politics of San Francisco, which resulted in his strict parenting. He studied
broadcasting at UCLA and made an okay career for himself in radio and print
journalism. I hated hearing his radical opinions about the surrounding area, be76

cause it often mixed in with gossip about people I knew from school. ‘Who’s kids
were who’s’. The racism he had encountered during the early 1970’s had skewed his
perspective on things.
‘Robert! Dinner in half an hour!’ my dad proclaimed.
‘Okay….’ Eating now felt like a chore. I was already half-way up the steps.
At the very top was my room: My humble abode. I let out a sigh of relief and
flicked the light switch on. I was a fanatic. Inside my room, posters gave my walls
personality. Michael Jordan spinning a basketball on one finger, Sonic the Hedgehog and the Sega Genesis, the cover of Dr. Dre’s The Chronic album, N.W.A., the
Oakland Raiders. I had several basketball and baseball jerseys. At the floor of my
closet I had a row of Nike Air Jordans. They were arranged by each odd year. It
took me about a year to save for one pair. I threw myself onto my bed face down.
Not five minutes later, the phone on the night table beside the bed began
ringing.
I picked up the phone, on the other end was Jasmine. She was a bi-racial girl
from school that all of us were sweet on. I hadn’t decided whether or not we were
friends or if she was a love interest. I groggily answered, ‘Hello?’ To imagine seeing
myself on the phone with this girl is very curious. I would see a teenage boy lying
on his bed, with the hook of the phone and the cord sprawled over him, exchanging short answers, and receiving scratchy garbled unintelligible comments through
the speaker. I had said many ‘uh-huhs,’ and ‘yeahs,’. She had said something about
her getting a boat….my first instinctual thought was that she must be some sort
of rare exception to some rule, because negroes didn’t own boats. Then she said
something about her dad taking her fishing. Her dad was white. That was why.
She sounded really excited. ‘Carry on then….’ I said, accidentally. It was the only
thing that had come to mind. ‘What? What did you say?’ ‘Uh…yeah….I gotta go.
Dinner’s in a few minutes.’ I hung up. I didn’t lie; dinner really was in a few minutes.
A booming voice yelled from downstairs. ‘ROBERT DARIUS NELSON.
GET YOUR BUTT DOWN HERE. DINNER IS SERVED!’
‘Okay, okay! I’m coming, DAD! Jeez. Don’t have a cow.’
I sat down at the table. In front of me was the traditional black people
meal: Fried chicken (that would never be as good compared to the fried chicken in
the south apparently), collard greens and corn bread. There was a bowl of salad in
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the center of the table. My dad started talking. Oh no, here we go, I thought.
‘Mary, I don’t like the direction this neighborhood is heading in.’ Dad
forked some food in his mouth, ‘mn-You see, all the new transplants moving in?
The Pakis, the Koreans, the Peruvians? It’s bad for business. Before, this neighborhood used to be all full of houses with Protestants, Baptists, Episcopalians,
Black Mormons – heh, even them, and now we’re mixing with these outsiders…’
I cringed at the word and the cold spirit behind it. ‘Stephen – Stephen…..if they
wish to stay, let them. It may actually be good for the kids.’ My mother reasoned.
‘Mary!? Good for the kids? We don’t need any more newcomers in our schools and
spoiling the children – we don’t need to be mixing our sons and daughters in with
those losers. It will take them two full lifetimes to learn and adopt our ways of life,
the way of being a native Californian, an inhabitant of paradise. They only wanna
ruin it for the rest of us. The Mexicans are welcomed – even whitey is welcomed,
they are like brothers in arms, but it is not lost on me that the former mayor had
once stated that Blacks in California had “overstayed their welcome – that Jim
Crow and Civil Rights fighting was over and that they needed to return to the
south.”
‘Stephen.’
‘Mary? We don’t need any more kids like Jasmine Dolittle, Troy
Cant-stand-allenas, and the other mixed kids running amok around here. Halfbreed, Half-caste kids who will most likely struggle through each stage of life and
ultimately FAIL. Why should they stay and us leave?’ I hadn’t bothered to touch
anything on my plate. I Schooched back my chair, I stormed off angrily. He was
talking about my friends. ‘ROBERT! Come back here! I am ONLY RAISING MY
SON PROPERLY.’ My dad roared. ‘Stephen! What the hell are you doing? You are
making yourself sound like a STUPID NIGGER.’ I heard from half-way up the
steps.

had happened, but one day Carl (who was digging up his nose) was startled by the
bell on the front entrance to his store. It had seemed to chime with a different sort
of vibration and tone. Three preppy looking Korean men, wearing Ralph Lauren
Polo, khakis, and Dockers boat shoes approached him and offered him an amount;
either that or they kicked him out. They got in there and were now charging one
and a half times what we were already paying.
The Pakistanis had monopolized nearly everything else. The businesses
that were still open were either struggling or had to file for bankruptcy for a loss
of sufficient assets. The park didn’t host its monthly games anymore….although it
did still have some games, when it was allowed and convenient for them. Everyone
is generally unmotivated to go to these games anymore as you can feel that they
are mostly just rigged league games with teams that have hand-selected players.
The new people were mean. The Pakis had a sense of superiority over any shade
of black and the Koreans spoke in their language when we walked past; it was
obvious they were talking some rotten shit. They attended the schools and no one
cared, but they didn’t participate or mingle in our regular activities. Some white
teachers had gotten fired and replaced.
San Francisco had seen very rapid changes the coming years. I went
through the last two years of high school and college missing what we had originally had – the neighborhood itself, was still mostly decent, however, it had lost
what had made it a special haven to begin with. I had lost friends. Vernon and his
family had moved. For what reason, none of us exactly know why, although my
father suspects financial – property values had increased when we saw an influx of
these new characters. In my father’s own words – ‘I would prefer Jared and Lovetta
and their son Vernon than these unknown new ethnicities with abhorrent values
and religions’.

I walked into my room and slammed the door behind me.
No one really fully acknowledged this, but everyone could feel it. The
neighborhood was suffering from a lack of identity. It was no longer advisable
for groups of teens to go out on the streets at night. Cops now roamed the blocks
and were checking up to see if anything had gone wrong. Officers knocked on
the neighbor’s doors during the day just to proclaim that they had had a presence
in Harvar’s Grove. They began handing out tickets, for the sake of handing out
tickets. The Outsiders, to put it frankly, had moved in, taken advantage, taken
control, and were now in the schools, buying out the businesses and dictating to us
how we ought to live our lives. Carl lost his Gyp Me Store. This isn’t exactly how it
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Cheers to What the Sage Called Free
By Graham Horne

Cheers to the endless gifts of the cosmos in whatever atomic form.
To the bequeathal of the rainbow—
The wet, brightly mottled glare of sky that tells a deal is done.

To the unmatched thanks given by the woman behind a nametag,
The ignored donation in the jar, the take-a-penny never returned,
The overlooked coffee-fund in the break room.

To lunchtime conversation over clay-oven-cooked slabs of dough
And the last greasy slice seized, uncontested.
To the apples falling free from trees miles away from moans of wind and rain.

To the uncontemplated production
Of the ground beans, drained
Into a stained borrowed mug.

Be like the rest of man over millenniums,
And trust in the seasons.
To the sun, the storms, and the fuel for earth.

To the aching hour after work, worth wondering,
To the beer bought by a buddy
Passed down over mahogany that some forest misses.

To ignition from phosphorous
On the head of the complementary matches
At the front of Marco’s Pizzeria

To the unconcerned harvest of the peanuts
housed in their bowl.
To their salt for the tongue, and to their expendability to the floor.

Next to the toothpicks,
As many as possible taken in one grasp,
Unnoticed, innumerable, and never missed.

To the economy of offerings,
To take and not think twice about the cost:
Nothing in this world is free.

To the after-lunch peppermints,
And to the handful for the road
With the cool, sweet crack after garlic and a cigarette bummed,
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For Catherine,
By Mary Windsor

Stars have died so that you may live
And everyone you love is a different color blue, and I know sometimes you clutch
your phone at three in the morning and cannot breathe
A lifeline that cannot sustain
Even without red-rimmed eyes there are years streaked down your face
The pulse beneath your translucent wrist an answer that
Yes,
You are alive.
So when you’re on your last two percent
These thoughts being your only vice a
Shared cigarette passed between Untitled
By Mary Windsor
my existence is residual
this is what I tell myself when I’m
face down in the bathroom when I’m
crying in my mothers shoulder when I am
going 33 miles over the speed limit because I can still hear
the ghost of my past selves catching up to me and
I count backwards from ten, nine, eight, seven, six, five, four,
three,
three years I spent thinking I wasn’t good enough, that leaving sugar on the counter was a sin. I order decaf now because I get panic attacks when I think of your
face and it’s your fault but that’s alright because I don’t want to stay up late anyways.
my mother used to rub my ankles when I was 12 and had growing pains and now
I’m
24 and folding into myself as my mother rubs my ankle, growing pains
and I’m growing up but it hurts more than a gentle hand can help but I don’t
know how to say no to familiar perfume and the only unconditional love I’ve ever
known. And I thought you were the creases between my hands, a mouthful of Salinger quotes, and a warm night in my backyard with a glass of honey whiskey
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like the fireworks I watched before my insides went raw and I had to cover my ears
you are half glass
and half mirror and nothing broken, just cracked, dusted down, handmade, all the
things you love bursting through your stream but nothing we keep is inside a bubble even the air in our lungs, takes and gives and is incapable of starting revolutions on its own. When I closed my eyes my veins began to crack and my eyelashes
began to dissolve and I thought,
I don’t know how to exist when I am made out of glass.
because girls made out of glass cannot be brave and cannot be brave when others can see right through you and I cried when my teacher asked me a question I
couldn’t answer
but your father doesn’t know
I’m begging you
(and I hope it feels nice,
to have someone beg)
to take every constellation you built inside yourself, the things they’ve said and the
things you found under your bed when it was 4 AM and it was just you and a wall
and sew them together with staple ends and the heady silence between yourself.
These wiry, blue lines that I cannot stand running across my
arms and legs have kept me alive more than
any line you’ve ever said.
dirty fingers and dry lips
Please
Take my advice and take a deep breath
Nothing is infinite
Not even loss.
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Cigarette

By Alexandria Bova

The cold hard smell of the porch

The ashtray collects all the recollections

we sat on as you talked to Mom

of your Polish cooking days

about the times in which everything

when stick ball was a sport

was good and everything was bad

and you dreamed of being a nun

but it didn’t matter because the cherry

because God was the One until

was always burning bright as you flicked

the Navy man swept you off your feet-

the ash as it disappeared to some unknown

and blessed you with seven children

place and you told me to be quiet because

too many and yet not enough

you were talking about grown up stuff.

because they went away
never coming back to see you flick
the memories sitting in the ashtray on

Wrinkled hands holding the stem of

the cold hard smell of the porch.

your life between your index and your
middle finger, clinging to your life
like you depended on it, as if the little red

Now

embers would somehow go out and never

I stare at the stem of your life

come back

as your ancient, deep-rooted hands

so you could smoke and talk about

grip the only thing I believe

everything

truly keeps you alive –

good and bad and have the ash fall like

the flame is burning brightly

all those memories I hear over and over

for you, Grandma, and I hope

that will be forgotten someday.

it never goes out.

paradiddles #2
James Clemmons

Acrylic, Graphite, and Charcoal on paper
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Donuts

By Brooke Nivens

Donuts are round (the world is Round)
America runs on Dunkin
And we go until were outta breath
and to be honest I love breathing and seeing and being and I love circles but I can’t
quite grasp r(o)und
(Is it the cycles that mold us to such haunting form)
over and over and overyday Thirstday, Friesday, Satallday
Were dough, we’re dough we want dough
So mold us into a circle with a hole slip in your coin, and we’ll cycle, and recycle
and do it again
Ever feel like you’ve been in the same place twice because I swear we’re just deja
food
Waiting to be consumed
I feel like I’m in a picture frame, and I can’t get out of this pose!
this mold this frame of mind
Do I have sprinkles on my face?
And you see, it’s the fact that we know it’s out there
destiny, (somewhere)
we see the customers lining up and you see it for blocks and blocks
and I can’t see passed them and I cant get passed the glass and I see rows and rows
just like me in my past
So I guess that since I always look back and see a line and then I look forward and
sea a line
We could do, should do the congo line to get through the ma ma ma masses
though we seem to be waiting in some different line than one that cha cha chasses
but the fate is just the same I see no horizon (past) the line,ha ha ha asses
the dot didn’t go on a very long walk
I wish we could all just spin, slip and get away, I guess to chew and to be chewed is
my fate
Do I have any sprinkles on my face?
Well, all I see from here is armory of khaki the sheer blades of business calls the
battles of small talk
credit cards swish/ strike!
ring tone rrrrrrng rrrrrrrrrrng
credit cards swish/ strike!
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ring tone rrrrrrrrng rrrrrrrrrng
Sounds like war to me
but through my thick moist glass I hear everything, i’m on display
do I have sprinkles on fate, I meant my face
chatter,wallets,buzzing
the busy bees,
the army, the masses,
the lines........ the lines......... the lines..........
and I guess you can’t win seeing things through warped finger prints poked and
poked oils and oils
waiting to uncoil to eat and move on
business meeting, lecture, phone call
I’m just a donut, we’re just donuts
and I guess my time has come because I saw the credit card
swish/ strike!
Gallant forces come my way, they won the war
and my shield just cannot sustain
the need, the hunger, the mouths water me insane
And then the light reaches my way
ever seen god
ever been to the golden gates
I swear an angel came my way
five fingers, white glove, five fingers, white glove
i’m lifted, i’m carried, placed in a bag, my coffin to rest
thrown on the counter, (now will I be buried?)
now this will be open casket....so
do I have sprinkles on my fate?
The candles burnt out, buried, ate (but I found god)
I saw the white light, trashcan sticky cemetery
the bellowing spirits of here lies the humble pastry, great icing, dessert food, and
quick to eat
may he rest in obese, (round and sweet)
that’s why I was waiting in line cycled, cycled, recycled
and I saw a white light when the war came to an end
credit cards
swish/ strike!
the war is over
I’m over
and over
and over
Donuts are round(The world is round)
America Runs on Dunkin
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oil cacola

Distance

Digital Collage

Monotype

Camilo Vergara
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Thomas Sara
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Zephan Luck
Acrylic on paper

We want to thank The Make-A-Wish foundation, Zephan’s family and our 2013
guest artist, Zephan Luck himself, for contributing to our magazine this semester.
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Alex Bova is a senior English major. Bibliophile <3 If not at TSCH, she is hanging
out with her typewriter, Eloise. She wishes reading and writing all day long was an
approved career choice.
Alexis Rodriguez is an Illustrator with a preference for figuration and invention.
He’s recently taken an interest in environmental and figurative studies in digital
mediums. He loves working without reference to test his knowledge.
Andrea Giorgio is a senior in pursuit of her BFA, concentrating in Printmaking
and Drawing, and minoring in Psychology. She grew up Binghamton, a small city
in upstate New York (and has also lived in Syracuse, Wilmington, and Raleigh). She
never regrets trading the lake effect snow for the warmth, sunshine, and all-around
gorgeous weather of North Carolina. Upon graduation, she aims to continue on into
grad school and to help heal others with Art Therapy in the future. She appreciates
the beauty in everything, including the mundane. Although she has never studied
the subject, she is an avid photographer. Her extreme optimism and idealism can be
a strength or a curse, depending on the day. She is an amazing cook, singer, writer,
and mom to her two fur babies, Frankie and Charlie. She loves good wine, music,
and throwing great parties. She also has a tattoo in Italian, saying “never say never”
inspiring her to “remember that it is never too late to do what you love, and you are
never too old to chase after your dreams.” She attributes her journey at UNCG to her
amazing boyfriend’s support and love.
Amy Moret is a freshman at UNCG. In her free time, she picks flowers from
neighborhood yards and hangs them up to dry. Her interest in art can be accredited
to the mucky paint water she drank as a young girl.
Ariel Stater hates writing bios, go away.
Ashley Hallenbeck is a kid who likes to make things. She specializes in pretending
she knows what she’s doing, tricking everyone into thinking she is an artist, which
she is. Seriously. Have a magical day.
Audrey Garton is a candy-based life form who is graduating at some point. She
is double majoring in studio art and psychology. She wants to become a military
psychologist and never stop creating things. She wonders if anyone knows where to
get Fruit Stripe gum around here.
Briana Salcedo wishes she was a space wizard, but that can’t happen realistically, so
she draws and paint to make up for it. She loves eating sushi with her sassy friends
and wants to learn archery.
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Brooke Nivens: Few things I should dislike about myself are little white dogs,
creamy coffee, always scraping for a deeper meaning, being cocooned in metaphors,
butter flying over my head and always having this “I gotta get outta here” mentality. My unfortunate excess, things can’t just be the predicate but they always must
be the noun. “Things” can’t just be, for it’s in my nature of twisted alchemy to add
something or blend it with something else (cream, sugar, spike, groomed dog, travel
(constantly) flee, fleas, word play, metaphors, language, laugh, judge, love) and now
I’m taking myself way too seriously.
Caitlin Alexander is currently a junior at UNCG savoring life every hundredth of a
second, never putting her camera down.
Camilo Vergara is an Art student at UNCG. He was born and raised in the
northern planes of the Andes in a region that many call Colombia. Camilo
mastered the skills of the artisan by conducting himself into a journey of adventure
and exploration through the capitalist regions of the Northern hemisphere. He is
now a disciple of the Arts and continues a journey into the unknown.
Carlos Aguilera es un estudiante internacional de Granada al que le da igual que
no lo entiendan. Ha estudiado un poco de arquitectura, un poco de comunicación
audiovisual y ahora estudia un poco de fotografía en UNCG. Le gustan los libros de
fotografía y el Patxaran.
Charis Jeffers is an English major who will be graduating in the spring, at which
time she will become a full-time hobo. If you see her muttering to herself on street
corners about why she only chose career paths that pay no money, feel free to feed
her vegan treats. And if you think she’s cute, you should take her to Boba House
where she will absolutely not irritate you to death by talking about her newfound
love for Andrea Gibson and why being vegan is the best.
Clyde Lovelady is an English major at UNCG. Last year he took advantage of the
study abroad program and attended Manchester Metropolitan University in England, where he made lifelong friends across the pond and got to travel to cities
such as London, Belfast, Dublin, and Coleraine, all while receiving credits towards
his degree. He enjoys fiction writing and is currently receiving rejection letters on a
frequent basis. He is recently engaged and expecting a baby girl this holiday season.
Dafne Sanchez is a sweet babe.
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Cyrus Banakazemi dedicates most of his life to his love for Anime and Memes.
In particular, he is a fan of the rage face meme, the doge meme, the “feels” meme,
and Naruto ^____^. He loves cats, and hopes to one day breed maine coones in a
mansion in Nebraska. He also wants to be a Super Saiyan, but he’ll stick to realistic
goals for now ^______________________^. If you ever want to discuss anime,
particularly Naruto, he can be reached at 408-807-0737
Diego Vergara: My name is Diego Vergara. I was born in Bogota Colombia. I’m a
freshman at UNCG. I like to stare at the ground. Cauliflower is up there on the list
of my favorite vegetables. I like to day dream about skateboarding. I Like to cook
my tofu with peanut butter. Fun Fact: my mom made me replace my deodorant with
lemons because she heard somewhere that the antiperspirant in deodorants would
give you cancer. I no longer use lemons as a deodorant.
Elisabeth Cook: The interests and intentions of my work involve the understanding
of how material can change from one thing to another based on its orientation. I
have discovered that overlap is a very powerful optical trick that can be manipulated
to the extent of forcing the same object to be above, below, in front of, or behind any
other object. This paradox has increasing pushed the spectrum of thinking that has
evolved in my latest work. “Grout” was the beginning of this spark of interest. Currently I’ve found paint, wall paint to be exact, has a different potential for gaining
every ounce of this seemingly simple idea.
Emily Gering has been a student at UNCG for entirely too long, but will be graduating in the spring of 2014. She is an accidental art critic on the www, and has edited
an art book which, for some inexplicable reason, people continue to buy. When not
engaged as the Elegantiae Arbiter of her corner of the internet, she enjoys dabbling
in poetry and growing cactuses.
Emily Lampkin is a freshman at UNCG, doubling majoring in English and Communication studies. She hopes to work at a nonprofit, spreading a message of love
and hope, upon graduation. She enjoys writing, slam poetry, hiking, long walks on
the beach, and her amazing Foust family. She will be sending in a manuscript this
spring to Write Bloody Publishing.
Graham Horne is a senior at UNCG. He splits himself between a city and a farm.
He plays the ukulele. He writes poems. He goes antiquing. He drinks tea. He wears
argyle socks. He constantly convinces himself that he is timeless.
Ivana Bogdan couldn’t think of anything clever to say.
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Jacinta V. White is a graduate of UNCG, majoring in Speech Communications. She
currently facilitates poetry writing workshops, using poetry as a means of self-discovery and healing, through her company, The Word Project (www.poetryheals.
com). She is also a NC Arts Council Teaching Artist. Jacinta’s chapbook, broken
ritual, was published by Finishing Line Press in 2012.
James Clemmons: :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :)
:) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :)
:) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :):) :)
:) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :)
Janie Ledford . com / hahajk
Jessica Martin Tartar is a microbiology major who dreams of combining the genes
of a fly and a Pug to make the world’s first flying pug.
Joshua Walker is a senior at UNCG majoring in Media Studies with a minor in English. Walker lives in Hillsborough, NC where he was born and raised. He is seeking
a career in radio and television upon graduation and will continue to spend his free
time in writing, graphic design, and volunteering with his public library.
Juliet Furst, a Wilmington native, is a freshman at UNCG. With a concentration in
photography, she is majoring in Studio Art and minoring in German. In her spare
time, you can find her taking photos, checking out Alfred Hitchcocks from the library, trying new kinds of tea, and overusing puns. Two of her long-term goals are
to see more places and to make more art.
Karen Sniquer enjoys playin’ with her roommate’s cat Buster, ridin’ bikes, bakin’
cookies, and listenin’ to the Beach Boys. You can always spot her working at the
library or lying and dying on the floor of the studio late at night with some of her
friends (you know who you are). She has a growing collection of porcelain cats and
is always ready to dance to some silly music. Karen graduates in May and cannot be
any happier about it.
Karina Sniquer is a freshman at UNCG. She is currently studying Interior Architecture. She loves to breathe, eat, sleep and create art.
Kevin Kane is at the shipwreck. He is alone. You are at the beach. Someone is here!
Kyle Maples is a freshman Media Studies major at UNCG. He likes to do stuff.
Seeing as this stuff will probably change in the very near future, he does not see the
point in specifying.
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Lizzie Traub is, amongst her posse, commonly referred to as the studio cat. She
can be found in the ceramics room doing impressions of various faculty members,
usually Kurt Cobain.
Leanne O’Donnell is a junior at UNCG. She is currently studying French
and Studio Art. She enjoys attempting to skateboard, gardening, and
cooking. She grew up bare foot running wild though the Alabama wilderness.
Now she dreams of living on a small farm and becoming a hobbist beekeeper.
Logan Hamilton is a freshman at UNCG who was raised in the mountains just
outside of Asheville, NC. He enjoys mystical creatures, Lord of the Rings, over
thinking everything, and watching lots of old cartoons. He also is quite spontaneous
and likes to consume absurd amounts of fine teas and robust blends of coffee. In his
free time he likes experiencing different live music sets and escaping from society
into the deep forest.
Mary Windsor is currently a sophomore at UNCG. She is studying both English
and Media Studies and wishes distant family members would stop asking her what
she wants to do for the rest of her life. She enjoys traveling, quiet places, sunshine,
and red slushies from the gas station. Her favorite color is gray and she hopes that
whatever she does in the future involves a fair amount reading, writing and glitter
Matt Carlson: When Matt Carlson was 4 he had to get 13 stitches in his wrist when
he ran through a window. At 6 he burned his hand making donuts with his first
grade class. At 9 he got 17 stitches in his chin and 7 more in his finger after crashing on his bike. When he was 12 he crashed an ATV into a truck and shattered all
4 metacarpals in his right hand. 178 stitches, 14 broken bones, 3 concussions, and
countless burns later, he chose to go to school and play with very hot and very sharp
objects.

Nathan John Terry is a senior studying drawing and printmaking, he makes visual
jungle gyms.
Rose Field is a junior at UNCG. She like comics and snacks and is the leader of a
japanese girl gang.
Sebastien Carpentier: I grew up with the snow and the woods and the deer and the
fantasies of taming the vast backyard and running with frozen eyes and becoming
lost.
Spencer Auten writes about people and places that don’t exist but lacks “the courage
to be an absolute nobody”.
Stacy Bloom Rexrode: Stacy Bloom Rexrode is a current Studio MFA Candidate
in sculpture and painting at UNCG and an instructor for 3-D Foundations. She
is a multi-disciplinary artist who resides in Chapel Hill, North Carolina with her
husband and two amazing daughters. The parallel universes of motherhood, artist,
contractor, gallerist and feminist merge together in her work in a manner which
makes social context collide with domesticity.
Thomas Sara: thanks mom
Toni Tronu is a senior at UNCG and lead singer for the band Elemeno. One day she
hopes to be a Creative Director for a fancy art magazine and travel the world.
Traci Edwards is a senior at UNCG graduating in May with her BFA in
photography. She is in hopes of going to UTSA for graduate school in the Fall. She
enjoys photographing horses, dancers, and models. She is also working on a lot of
conceptual work.

Michael Scaturchio grew up in a purple patch of a forest land overlooked by fairies
and butterfly spirits. Not too long ago a bright light shined through the trees and
guided Michael to a deeper land within the woods where ghosts ran and laughed
all night. “I want to make the art of this place,” Michael yelled after a long night’s
journey, and a strange voice said, “this idea is good.” So Michael played with the
instruments of the forest and marks were formed. Every piece was about memories
and some have still yet to be made.
Natalie Ayscue is an Undergraduate student studying English and Women’s and
Gender Studies. She enjoys knitting, English bulldogs, and Animal Crossing. Her
biggest pet peeve is being asked “What do you want to do with a degree in that?”
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The Coraddi is the University of
North Carolina at Greensboro’s magazine of art and literature.
Submissions are open to both students and alumni.
This semester’s issue includes selections of art and literature
from UNCG students submitted between August and October,
2013.
Body Text is set in Minion Pro.
Work Titles and Segment titles are set in Baron Neue.
(designed by Sharon Romang).
Cover Art and Illustrations by Ariel Stater.
This magazine is distributed FREE throughout the UNCG
campus and surrounding areas.
The Coraddi
Box D2 EUC
UNCG Campus
Greensboro, NC 27412
•••
the.coraddi@gmail.com
•••
www.thecoraddi.com
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